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A COMPARISON
PROBLEMS WITH THE INDUSTRY

HOW WE WILL FIX THEM

The adult entertainment industry has long been a centre for poor ethics,
high commissions, a lack of innovation, and very little transparency.
Both viewers and potential performers may be a part of the 30%
of adults without access to the banking system, or they may live
in countries with banking laws which isolate or exclude them from
participating.
A distinct lack of oversight from platforms has lead to many
instances of revenge-porn, underage or unwilling performers, right
down to actual sex trafficking being presented on these sites.

The KYC (know-your-customer) process is fundamentally important to
us. We are working with third-party KYC processors to deliver industryleading practices that keep everything above-board.

In a time when many have relearnt just how much human connection
and interaction can be important to our happiness, the world needs
a platform that allows consenting adults to interact discreetly without
taking the lion’s share.

Discreetly pay your favourite performers with no trace on any bank
statement. Watch whoever you like, whenever you wish.

Existing platforms take large cuts of all performers, from 20-80% in
some instances. This is exploitation of your hard earned money, both
for performers and those viewing.

Camistry.io provides industry-leading low commissions, with performers
taking home 90% of all tokens shared with them by their fans.

Current platforms offer little protection from unethical consumers from
charge-backs after services have been provided. Industry insiders
have described major platforms that force standards of dress, makeup,
and even smiling or risk large financial deductions or exclusion from
services.

Cryptocurrency provides protections from these practices and a
platform rating system will be in place.

The industry has gone stale. Many sites seem to sit back and claim their
income without providing ongoing innovation for the benefit of users
or performers. The team at Camistry.io are excited to build this modern
platform with direct input from patrons and performers.

Our platform has been built specifically to be upgraded, evolving with
the desires of everybody using it. Not only will we look into things like
minting NFTs and a market for physical items, but we want to make this
a space for interaction with your favourite performers for games and
even a casino-space, where you can earn tokens and maybe use them
to get the dealer on the table. Ongoing growth and design will make
this space fun, novel, and adaptable.
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Transparent and personable teams are few and far between if you’re
not on the top of the list of performers.

Our team is fully doxxed and active within the community. We want
to work with everyone to develop their skills and image as performers
and business people. There will be ongoing training under the tuition of
experts in the field and we will be there every step.

Cryptocurrency projects, particularly in the NSFW space, have been
growing in number but lacking in content or products that can be used.
They launch a token to earn money from investors and then start the
process.

Here at Camistry.io we see this as a lack of faith in their own ability to
deliver and a slow way to drain money from investors. We have paid
for the entire development, integration, marketing, and research before
going to market. The Co-Founders have spent nearly $100k and months
of unpaid work making this dream a reality. We believe in our product
and in the need for the change we bring. We are bringing on-platform
direct swaps from other crypto s into our own Token for use on the site.

Cryptocurrencies can be volatile and unpredictable.

The CEX token and the platform exchange have been designed to
limit the risk of performers losing income while allowing for investment
upside. On-site transactions are gasless and nearly instant. This means
freedom to send as much or as little as you like with no extra fees. A
growing liquidity pool from off-site transaction taxes means the project
value will stabilise from big drops as new users and investors enter the
market. A swapping function for performers to trade their tokens for
stable coins whenever they wish will give them the freedom to lock-in
their profits without any risk of changing market prices.

Most platforms are very limited in allowing fans to fully explore their
desires and performers to express themselves.

Rather than hosting just 1 type of content, Camistry.io will host livecams, messaging, subscription services for photos and videos, NSFW
gambling services, plus plans to grow into many more areas as the
desire appears. We are removing the boundaries of what is possible.
With a fully searchable catalogue of performers and models with easyto-navigate terms, we will allow for the expression and consumption of
any and all consensual and legal content.

Camistry.io provides industryleading low commissions,
with performers taking home
90% of all tokens shared with
them by their fans.
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Co-Founders Wallet
(Locked for 12months) 3%

TOKENOMICS CEX
TOKEN NAME Camistry
SYMBOL CEX
TOKEN TYPE BEP-20
MAX SUPPLY 10,000,000,000 (Ten Billion)

Developer
Wallet

3.9%

Airdrop

1%

Co Founder 1

1%

Co Founder 2

1%

Co founder 3

1%

IDO

42.1%

Launch (to LP) 50%

M E TH O D

Launch
50%

Airdrop 1%

Developer Wallet 3.9%

IDO
42.1%

MAXIMIUM
ENGAGEMENT
OPEN TO EVERYONE
100% DISCREET
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THE EXCHANGE
Cryptocurrency has created new pathways
to explore what money can be. The
Binance network provides for relatively low
fees and quick transfers when compared
to the bigger competitors. For our unique
use-case, cheap and quick just won’t cut it
while using the platform.
Our exchange is designed to allow free
(gasless) transactions at near-instant speeds
so that no viewer has to ‘pay for gas’ just
for tipping or subscribing. Live-cam tips are
commonly shared in many deposits of small
amounts. This gasless environment means
we can keep a little of the old tipping
culture while using cryptocurrency to its
fullest.

T H E HO W
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DESIGN
THE PLATFORM CREATED FOR LAUNCH IS
JUST THE BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT,
A STEPPING STONE FOR THE CREATION
OF A PLATFORM THAT THE CAMISTRY R18+
COMMUNITY DESIRES.
In conjunction with personally funding and
developing a functional platform, the Camistry
team have spent months researching and
establishing Camistry’s roadmap, which is our
path-way to becoming the leading one stop
shop for all adult entertainment.
During our research process, the Camistry team
discovered early that the key to maximising a
models income, is by enhancing the interaction
the user has with them. This enables the
them both to foster a continual ongoing
Relationship and regular interactions.
The Camistry team envisages this project to
be a global platform built for the community,
using ideas from the community. As part of our
project, any and every idea will be taken
seriously and discussed with the design team.
This is the very first step in becoming the
most user friendly, fun and gamified adult
entertainment for adults all over the world.
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MARKETING
THROUGH OUR OUTSOURCED MARKETING
AGENCY, IT WAS HYPOTHESISED THREE MAIN
TARGET AREAS FOR MARKETING.
The Performer
Without our models, the platform could not be a
success. This is why early on Camistry secured
models who are already active in the Crypto
space.
Our outreach campaign to increase the number
of Camistry models will start directly after the
launch of Camistry’s token ‘CEX’. This will include
paid ad campaigns, a direct performer outreach
campaign as well as a social media campaign.
Social media will be used to generate connection
and bridge communications with users and
performers, with constant content being produced
in the 8 chosen social media platforms.
We at Camistry believe that being the first
functioning Crypto live-cam platform able to give
90% of earnings back to the model instead of the
usual 40% to 60% is a marketing campaign itself.
The models will have complete freedom to
advertise their business however they like on their
Page, but gain the support of Camistry’s own
advertising to bring viewers.
The Audience
These are adults who use the platform for
enjoyment. These can be just viewers, but to use
the full features of the platform they will need to
sign-up and pay for the premium experiences
which will be available.

The marketing campaign will focus on the
anonymity that Crypto payments provide and the
fact that each of their favourite models will receive
more of their hard earned money.
Social media, Influencer targeting and paid
advertisement campaigns will be a focus for this.
Investors
We believe the use case of this platform will entice
crypto investors into holding.
Our focus for investors will be a direct
marketing campaign on social media such as
reddit, paid advertisements and influencers. The
simple design of the crypto without gimmicks, but
with an LP which continues to stabilise, will bring
the smart investor to recognise true value in what
we are creating.
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Crypto Payment Anonymity
NSFW Live-Streaming
NSFW Subscription Service
Highest Performer Payouts
Community Focused Platform Creation
Total Freedom for Creativity
Gamified Model Interaction
Community Blog Page for Updates
Performer Training Services and Support
Platform Creation Before Launch
Innovative Development Team Continuing Improvements
NFT’s

AC O M PA R I S O N
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WHERE TO FROM HERE?
JUNE
• Identified opportunities for industry
improvement
• Established team
• Initial Branding Conceptualization
• Built initial roadmap and Constitution
JULY
• Designed the pathway for technical
development
• Began process of contacting key performers
and industry professionals for guidance
• Began relationship with a marketing agency
AUGUST
• Further communications with marketing
agency for analysis and strategy
• Sought technical developers able to deliver a
premium product
• Website ready for back end work
• Naming and branding - Camistry was born
SEPTEMBER
• Launched Website, Telegram, Discord,
Reddit, Twitter, Youtube, Instagram,
Facebook and TokTok.
• Hired a CTO to oversee the development
processes
• Engage and Retain global experts “Shamla
Tech” as our crypto development partner
• Exchange started being constructed
• Token Solidity contract started construction
• Initial Live-Cams and Subscription platform
testing

• Further design changes for the platform
• Began populating the Camistry blog
OCTOBER
• Launch CEX token (as IDO)
• 100% of IDO into LP - Liquidity locked for 1
year
• Begin extended marketing campaign for the
CEX token
• Start the token “Airdrop”
• Begin Marketing campaign for model
outreach - create model sign up (+KYC)
• Engage with consumers to further the
platform design ideas
• Begin AMAs (Ask me anything) on our own
platform + record for YouTube
• AMAs programme calendar made
• Get Tracked by CoinMarketCap, Coinbase,
Blockfolio and Coingecko
• Launch website addon to purchase CEX
token
• Launch Camistry Exchange payment solution
• Build social media presence
• Apply for other exchange listings
• Get contracts audited
• Create training videos on how to buy our
token
• Engage with models to further the platform
design
• Open up an ideas form for the creation of a
platform optimal for users

NOVEMBER
• Establish the Camistry brand
• Continue to expand model and consumer
base
• Incorporate the business
• Further marketing campaigns
• Continue with the innovation of current
platform
• Initial designs of the “Platform for the people”
to be created
• Continue to collaborate ideas from
Camistry’s platform users for Platform design
• Design and implement gamification ideas for
Camistry’s platform
• Apply for further exchanges
DECEMBER
• Global marketing events
• Engage with a platform development team to
start production of a Camistry V2 platform,
including Live-Cams, content-subscriptions
and Camistry Casino.
• Apply for further exchanges

JANUARY 2022 ONWARDS
Over to you Camistry Community functional development from this point
forward is going to be a community
project which we will seek input from
everyone using the platform.
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The team are committed to the success of the communitylead platform having invested around 100 thousand
dollars to establish a token contract, a working platform,
the gasless exchange, engaged performers, marketing and
more; even before the launch of the token or any profits.

The skills required to bring the entire project to life have been
largely the organisation and assessment of development
companies and contractors who excel in these areas and
have made major contributions to the security and function of
the platform, the CEX token and the native exchange.

The team have various backgrounds largely outside of tech
development which include project management, owning
and developing successful businesses, finance, investment
in substantial share and cryptocurrency portfolios, and
acting as moderators for other crypto projects.

Many Thanks,
THE CAMISTRY TEAM

ADR IA N

J ONATHAN

CHRI S
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